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Abstract
We explore the role of lightweight inference techniques in creating highly automated engineer-
ing support environments for the development of computer-based systems. Lightweight inference
techniques are scalable methods for automated reasoning. We outline the types of automation
that would be enabled by e-ective lightweight inference capabilities and survey some promis-
ing approaches to realizing the needed capabilities. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
1. Introduction
We need improved capabilities for constructing computer-based systems, particularly
regarding reliability, cost, development delay, and responsiveness to change. These
needs can be addressed by automating some of the design and development work
currently done by engineers. This includes analysis, synthesis, and transformation tasks
that require reasoning support [8,12,22]. This paper explores the types of inference
needed in this context, and identi6es some key issues for progress.
According to [2], use of formal methods costs 2–10 times more than just producing
code. That analysis assumes conventional processes where software systems are de-
veloped one at a time by economically separate projects. In that context, the analysis
suggests that formal methods are economically justi6ed only for products where the
cost of software failure is very high. This picture is not very promising for cost-e-ective
production of high quality software.
An alternative path to cost-e-ective quality software is to amortize formal methods
e-ort over development of many systems. For greatest bene6t of this strategy, we need
reliable generators that can produce reliable software for many related applications.
This reuses parts of the formal methods e-ort spent on the critical requirements de-
termination aspect [20] as well as on conceptual modeling, software architecture, and
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veri6cation of the program generation patterns to realize the architecture. The systems
created by a generator can be di-erent products in the same application domain, or
they can be improved releases of the same product. The latter pattern is economically
signi6cant because the bulk of software cost is attributable to software evolution rather
than to development of new systems.
A key bene6t of the reliable generator approach is systematic and non-decreasing
improvement in software quality, both in the requirements aspect and in the correctness
of code with respect to requirements. The approach addresses requirements by reusing
domain knowledge and corrective feedback from prior applications [11]. It reduces the
particularly problematic errors of omission because requirements issues identi6ed in
previous applications of the domain can be systematically checked. It enables monotonic
improvement of program reliability, because once a bug in a program generation pattern
is 6xed, it stays 6xed for all future applications of the pattern. As a limiting case, if
the patterns can be proven correct, then all future applications generated by the patterns
will also be correct, without need for any further proofs unless new rules are added.
Automatic generation of the application programs is necessary for success, to prevent
human error in the application of the certi6ed program generation rules. Automatic
tools at the requirements level are needed for the same reason.
Lightweight inference addresses issues on the critical path to this vision. Automatic
inference is needed to realize many parts of the automatic tools. For example, inference
is needed to check the applicability conditions associated with each program generation
rule, to determine which rules are applicable to a particular problem instance, and to
decide which is most bene6cial if more than one generation rule applies. Inference
capabilities are also needed in engineering automation for synthesizing, transforming,
and checking the program generation rules, architectures, and requirements models.
Inference has been studied for many years in the context of philosophy, logic, and
mathematics. This work has addressed many theoretical issues such as soundness, com-
pleteness, and decidability of various inference systems. These results have contributed
a great deal to our general understanding of logic and inference.
Some of these general issues, such as soundness, are relevant to our goals. An infer-
ence system is sound if only valid statements can be proved. 1 Soundness is essential
for engineering inference. Automated design processes must give dependable results
before engineers will stake their reputations on them.
However, other issues emphasized in mathematical logic di-er from those most rel-
evant to engineering automation.
1.1. Inference in mathematics
Formal systems for inference are part of the foundations of mathematics, and have
been studied extensively in the context of mathematical logic. Logicians are interested
1 Valid means true for all possible models, i.e. for all possible interpretations of the symbols in the
statement that do not have prede6ned meanings in the logic.
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in deductive power, and have established widely accepted criteria such as completeness
and decidability.
An inference system is complete if every valid statement has a proof. In logic,
completeness of an inference system is a commonly accepted indication of optimal
deductive power: it says every true statement has a proof. In the abstract completeness
is an attractive goal. Note that completeness is concerned with existence of a proof,
rather than whether there is a way to check if a proof exists or how long the proof
might be.
A logic is decidable if there exists a procedure that will determine whether any well-
formed statement of the logic is true or false in a 6nite number of steps. Any question
that can be formulated in a decidable logic can in theory be answered by an automated
process. This criterion is also an idealization, because it accepts any procedure that
is guaranteed to terminate for all inputs, regardless of how many steps it may take.
Decidability would be a practical criterion of deductive power in a world where clients
have in6nite lifetimes.
1.2. Inference for engineering automation
Inference supporting engineering automation for computer based systems must face
practical concerns.
Most logics useful for software modeling are not decidable. For example, 6rst order
predicate calculus becomes undecidable if augmented with standard interpretations for
data types that commonly appear in software, such as integers or lists. It is therefore
di"cult to address our subject matter within the con6nes of known decidable systems.
Since engineering applications demand soundness and inference systems that are both
sound and complete do not exist for undecidable logics, 2 incomplete inference systems
are highly relevant for engineering automation.
Even for engineering problems that can be expressed in a decidable logic, we must
face the issue that decision procedures typically have at least exponential running times,
even for the simplest and weakest logics. Software analysis and synthesis problems
encountered in practice are large, typically millions rather than tens of lines of code.
Practical e"ciency constraints rule out exponential algorithms at this scale, unless
we can partition large practical problems into independent parts with (small) constant
bounds on the size of the largest indivisible subproblem.
Most software analysis problems are not decidable if we insist on perfect solutions
for all possible programs. Fortunately, we only have to solve the problems that occur
in engineering practice, not all problems expressible in common logic or programming
languages. There has been little success in inventing languages that can express the
problems arising in software engineering practice but do not have the additional capa-
bility to express many intractable problems that do not arise in practice. This puts a
2 A decision procedure for the closed sentences of a two-valued logic with a sound and complete inference
system can be obtained by enumerating all theorems until either the closed sentence or its negation appears.
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premium on e"ciently solvable special cases and safe approximations that cover the
situations arising in engineering practice. For example, compilers are commonly de-
signed to issue error messages for all cases that cannot be e"ciently certi6ed to be
well-formed, even if this means excluding some inputs that are not in fact errors.
Thus inference for engineering automation of computer based systems is subject to
very di-erent constraints than the kind of inference that has been studied in mathematics
and logic, and has di-erent goals and priorities.
We use the term lightweight inference to denote inference systems that can operate
within these constraints, which require soundness and extremely high e"ciency but
tolerate incompleteness and limited expressive power.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the requirements
for the inference facilities needed to support engineering automation. Section 3 presents
some past successes in automated inference and automated derivation on a large scale,
and examines the factors that enabled these successes. Section 4 identi6es some of the
most promising past approaches that may grow into future solutions to the lightweight
inference problem. Section 5 contains conclusions.
2. Inference requirements for engineering automation
This section outlines the requirements that must be met by automated methods for
lightweight inference.
1. The methods must give reliable conclusions: This is the soundness requirement
identi6ed above, which is essential for practical impact.
2. The methods must be e4ective on a large scale: This is the e"ciency requirement,
which depends on the context. The design aids supported by lightweight inference
can be separated into two categories, immediate and background. Immediate feed-
back is intended to alert the designer to relevant design issues or faults as they
are introduced. Response time is limited to a few seconds for immediate feed-
back, because otherwise the designer’s attention will shift to di-erent issues, and
slow feedback will interrupt thought rather than aiding it. Background analysis tasks
must take no longer than an overnight run to be practical. In either case, the infer-
ence mechanism must be completely automatic, without interactive guidance from
a human user — otherwise the process would be too slow and too expensive to be
cost e-ective. The interaction paradigm in this case is precomputation of anticipated
queries whose results are displayed only when the programmer requests them. In
either case, the e"ciency requirements are more stringent than commonly assumed
in theoretical work on inference.
3. The methods must be able to solve problems that occur in practice: Complete
coverage is not required for practical usefulness. Special purpose methods that are
limited to particular special cases are acceptable and may be desirable if they per-
form well on cases that arise in practice.
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4. The methods must be able to perform inferences “obvious” to people: Due to the
extreme e"ciency constraints, we should not expect lightweight inference systems
to solve deep mathematical problems that puzzle human experts. We should expect
these systems to be able to determine properties that are obvious to professional
engineers. The importance of automated inference is to be able to handle very
large numbers of such problems, at much higher speeds and with much lower error
rates than people could accomplish. The inference capabilities should handle the
parts of the engineering process that appear conceptually routine when considered
in isolation. Such issues can be major problems in engineering practice because
of sheer volume of detail and large numbers of relatively simple but interacting
constraints.
5. The methods must be able to 5nd “solutions” in addition to deciding properties:
Often engineers need examples or counter examples in addition to deciding whether
given properties are true or false. Sometimes this problem arises in the form of
determining particular values for some parameters that will make certain logical
constraints true, sometimes with the additional goal of optimizing some objective
function. A related problem is 6nding the weakest set of additional constraints that
will su"ce to satisfy a given goal statement. In the context of software engineer-
ing, it is desirable to integrate inference capabilities with facilities for synthesizing
programs or design artifacts expressed in other kinds of formal notations.
6. The methods must be feasible for practicing engineers to learn and use: This puts
a premium on simple conceptual models of engineering processes and user inter-
faces that match the thinking habits of typical engineers. A successful strategy for
simplifying the interfaces has been to encapsulate the relevant but subtle mathe-
matical concepts inside of tools [16,19,24]. It is acceptable to require toolsmiths to
have levels of mathematical skill that far exceed those of typical software engineers
using tools with internal lightweight inference capabilities. Interface amenities such
as active documentation, explanation, and guidance facilities can help, but they are
no substitute for conceptual simpli6cation at the interfaces and information hiding
applied to deep theories of computing.
7. The methods must have a failure interface to handle incompleteness: Incomplete
methods may fail. These cases must be explicitly reported as failures, so that there
is no danger of basing delivered products on faulty conclusions. In such cases,
the inference system should help isolate and diagnose the causes of failures, and
provide guidance about how to mitigate or work around them. Such failures are
often indications of particularly di"cult parts of the problem. If the engineers are
to solve the problems that the automated systems cannot handle, they will need
assistance in isolating, simplifying and understanding them to have much chance of
success.
8. The methods should be robust and predictable: The methods should terminate grace-
fully when they fail. For best acceptance by engineers, the cases in which the meth-
ods are expected to succeed and the amount of time they will require should be
predictable. It is best if tractable special cases can be automatically detected by the
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system, and solution times estimated in advance, particularly if they are long. Since
e"cient methods tend to involve large numbers of rules, this puts a premium on
computer aid for analyzing behavioral and performance properties of the rules.
9. The methods must be adaptable: Engineering automation is a complex problem
domain that is not currently completely understood. In particular, an important part
of the problem is productive interactions with skilled people and business organiza-
tions. Prototyping will be necessary to test the practical viability of research results
in realistic engineering contexts, identify new issues implicit in those contexts, and
improve automation support to address those issues and to provide gradually im-
proving capabilities. Economic concerns also require some early demonstration of
some returns on investment before all aspects of the problem are solved. This puts a
premium on computer aid for changing and extending the rules that drive lightweight
inference systems, and on improved models and representations for formulating and
transforming the rules.
2.1. Some automatable engineering tasks
Lightweight inference needs to be able to address problems that occur in practice but
are not “too hard”. To make this idea concrete, this section presents some examples
of software engineering subtasks that should be completely automatable with the help
of lightweight inference facilities and proper choice of safe approximations.
1. Type inference: Synthesis of type declarations in types programming or speci6ca-
tion languages, and generation of diagnostics in case of type errors.
2. Non-local references: Resolving non-local references, synthesizing Ada WITH
statements, and generating menu choices when there is more than one type consis-
tent choice.
3. Uninitialized variables: Detecting references to uninitialized variables, and gener-
ating appropriate warning displays at design entry time.
4. Exception handlers: Determining the set of exceptions that can be raised by each
statement, and synthesizing default exception handlers.
5. Closing 5les: Determining the set of open 6les and synthesizing close statements
at the end of the appropriate scope.
6. Locks: Determining the set of locks needed and synthesizing statements to acquire
and release locks as needed.
7. Freeing storage: Detecting local dynamically allocated objects and synthesizing
storage recycling operations when safe.
8. Slicing: This a form of dependency tracing that involves forming transitive closures.
Applications include 6nding all program statements that can a-ect the truth of
an invariant, identifying unreachable code, factoring unstructured descriptions into
logically cohesive modules, and many others.
9. Stubs: Synthesizing stubs that enable execution, demonstration, or delivery of par-
tially completed systems.
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10. Concrete interfaces: Synthesizing default concrete interfaces, including graphical
user interfaces, from abstract interfaces (such as those implicit in an object design
or an essential model of the system).
11. Test sca4olding: Synthesizing the additional code needed to test an implementation
module according to a given testing approach.
While each of these issues is in some sense routine, all of them consume substantial
engineering time in practice, especially when error correction and proper response
to modi6cations of engineering artifacts (requirements, speci6cations, decompositions,
interfaces, programs, etc) are taken into account. Furthermore, each of them involves
fairly sophisticated design and process considerations and non-trivial design decisions if
it is to be resolved in a systematic way to meet stringent quality standards, in a realistic
engineering environment where complete coverage is needed and common academic
simplifying assumptions cannot be used.
2.2. Some partially automatable engineering tasks
This section presents some more di"cult software engineering tasks that should be
partially automatable with the help of lightweight inference facilities.
1. Timing analysis: For real-time applications, it is often necessary to get accurate
upper bounds on how much time it will take to execute a given subprogram.
Lightweight inference techniques should be able to automatically determine the num-
ber of microseconds per control block, and whether or not the recurrence relations
that lead to bounds on the number of loop iterations and the depths of the recur-
sions in the subprogram match any of the solution patterns in a database of known
solutions. Interactive help or heavyweight inference support may be needed to solve
recurrence relations that do not match the patterns in the database.
2. Space analysis: Embedded systems sometimes need accurate bounds on the amount
of space needed to execute a given program. Lightweight inference techniques
should be able to derive the number of bits per node or object. Interactive help
may be needed to get bounds on the length of a linked list or the number of in-
stances of a type used in the program that do not match the patterns in a solution
database.
3. Completing loops and data structures: A mature engineering automation environ-
ment could include decision support facilities that can synthesize statements to re-
store invariants after manually designed code has changed some loop variables or
data structure components. Lightweight inference should be able to automatically
determine the sets of a-ected variables and weakest preconditions of sections of
straight line code. Some interactive help may be needed for synthesizing the state-
ments to restore the invariants based on this information for cases that cannot be
handled by a database of synthesis patterns.
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Note the common theme of a database of known and veri6ed solutions that serves
as an online handbook. Reuse of standard design patterns is a common approach in
engineering that can bene6t from automated decision support even if the process cannot
be completely automated. The key is to automate the relatively routine parts of the
process: this speeds up those parts and reduces the incidence of human errors, while
reducing the intellectual load on the engineers, who can concentrate on the parts of the
design that are not routine. In most applications the routine parts will account for a
major fraction of the decisions in a large scale design, so that the proposed automation
facilities will have substantial impact. This illustrates typical contexts where incomplete
but reliable automatic methods are expected to be useful in engineering automation.
2.3. Design representations and characteristics
This section brieNy characterizes the types of design representations used in software
design to further characterize typical applications of lightweight inference.
Software designs involve many-to-many relations of many kinds. Graphs and hyper-
graphs are common, and appear in many di-erent guises. For example, graphics are
used for display, dependencies are used for synthesizing build procedures, data Now
is used for optimization and slicing [5], and links are used for web navigation. These
structures are typically combined with annotations in formal notations. Special purpose
techniques for handling such structures are therefore valuable.
Software designs involve named objects with scope rules. Examples are variables,
design modules, types, requirements, and so on. These names can typically be over-
loaded, so that some inference may be needed to resolve them. Names typically have
many occurrences, which introduce dependencies of various kinds. Inference could be
used to materialize dependencies explicitly, check consistency constraints, and derive
change impact properties.
Software designs are typically updated concurrently by teams of designers, work-
ing is a distributed environment with networking. Inference could be used to check
or maintain relations between di-erent design artifacts or documents and alert team
members to impending interactions with decisions made by other team members.
2.4. Common types of inferences
This section abstracts and summarizes the previous characterizations of typical ap-
plications of lightweight inference in engineering automation.
In engineering contexts it is often necessary to check or determine non-local prop-
erties of design objects. Dependency relations must be maintained and processed, and
closure calculations of many kinds are commonly needed. Examples of dependencies
include data Now dependencies, control Now dependencies, subprogram call graphs,
subtype relations, requirements dependencies, and con6guration dependencies between
versions [18]. An example of a closure calculation is determining the set of exceptions
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that can be raised by a given subprogram. A typical non-local property is whether or
not a subprogram or a variable is used by more than one concurrent thread.
There is often a need for large numbers of inferences that are conceptually simple
when considered individually. For example, properties such as whether a given identi6er
denotes a prede6ned type arise often in program synthesis, because the applicability
of synthesis rules depends on such properties. One at a time, they may appear trivial,
but when they come by the millions in a large scale application, they can be a major
problem. We need systematic and computer-aided methods for handling issues like this
in many variations.
3. Past successes of automated inference=derivation
There is a substantial amount of past work relevant to the goals of lightweight
inference, although much of it is weakly related to proofs and logic. This section
brieNy identi6es and characterizes some of that work.
3.1. Some examples
Here are some of the contexts where simple inferences have been successfully
automated on a large scale.
1. Optimizing compilers: Compilers routinely determine properties of large programs
to drive optimization processes and check for some kinds of semantic errors.
2. Databases: Queries on databases determine properties of large data collections.
3. Symbolic mathematics: Symbolic mathematics systems solve large math problems,
some of which are beyond the practical capabilities of unaided humans.
4. Optimization: Optimization methods such as linear and integer programming 6nd
solutions to large problems. Another paper [15] gives an example of this relevant
to software engineering automation.
5. Model checkers: Model checkers 6nd problems in complex designs and protocols.
6. Schedulers: Real-time scheduling algorithms establish complex existence properties.
7. Heuristic search: Heuristic search methods 6nd solutions in complex domains such
as games (chess) and VLSI design (routing and layout).
The 6rst four of these contexts are quite mature and many commercial tools are
available. Based on this past experience, we conclude that lightweight inference should
be feasible. However, the kinds of lightweight inference needed for engineering of com-
puter based systems have not been intensively studied, and we believe that substantial
progress in this area is possible.
3.2. Common themes
Several past successes rely on domain-speci6c inference and derivation procedures.
These procedures rely on special properties of the application domains to achieve their
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e"ciency and e-ectiveness. Expressive power is commonly limited and tailored to
the application domain. The methods produce accurate results when they succeed, and
produce error messages when they fail. These error messages approximately explain
failures, and although current facilities leave much to be desired in this area, the error
messages often do contain enough information to enable skilled users to diagnose and
correct the causes of the failures.
The past successes also have some common di"culties. Foremost among these is that
the decision rules are complex and quite di"cult to create, analyze, certify, and extend.
Domain-speci6c inference often requires large numbers of similar rules. These systems
are generally not very modular, and consequently they are very di"cult to extend and
re6ne. In many cases inference rules are implicitly encoded in complex algorithms.
Even if the rules are explicit, they may not be systematically organized. Generalization
is weakly supported, or not at all. There is little or no automated decision support for
creating, analyzing, organizing, and improving the rules.
Another problem is that failure diagnosis is incomplete and sometimes inaccurate.
Most systems do not produce advice on what to do to work around failures, and some
do not even provide information that could help to localize the cause of the failure.
3.3. How e<ciency was achieved
A principal challenge for lightweight inference is achieving adequate e"ciency.
This section brieNy examines how past successes managed to get enough e"ciency to
scale up.
A major theme has been to avoid non-determinism as much as possible. Since the
cost of a search is typically exponential in the number of undetermined choices, many
methods go to great lengths to reduce or eliminate choice points. Special structures
of the problem domain are exploited to accomplish this, often via dominance proper-
ties, equivalences, special representations for entire classes of cases, and heuristics for
pruning searches.
Another theme is to keep inference chains short. This leads to large numbers of very
speci6c rules and algorithms that are coupled to the structure of the problem space.
Using memory to avoid recomputation and optimizing the frequently repeated steps
are additional strategies that has been used to improve e"ciency in the past successes.
4. Future directions
This section identi6es some of the most promising existing technologies and indicates
aspects that could be improved for application to lightweight inference. These methods
have been singled out because they have relatively good e"ciency properties and they
are applicable to relatively large domains. They also share the desirable properties of
declarative rule representations and referential transparency.
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4.1. Compiler technology
Compilation is the most mature application of large scale inference for engineering of
computer based systems. The main inference technology used in compilers is attribute
grammars [9,14]. This technology is mentioned 6rst because it is the most mature and
the most e"cient.
The main strengths of this approach are e"cient methods for evaluating attributes,
e"cient methods for updating them when a design changes, language-based structuring
for the rules, and conceptual simplicity.
E"cient evaluation is achieved by making the rules completely deterministic and by
using memory to store attribute values so that each attribute is evaluated at most once.
E"cient update is achieved by keeping track of dependencies and updating attribute
values only when something they depend on has changed.
The rules are organized according to the structure of the source language. This helps
in managing, debugging, and enhancing large sets of rules.
The approach has been widely applied to construction of compilers and other kinds
of translators, and is easy for practicing software engineers to understand and use.
The main weaknesses of the approach are rule set complexity, weak support for
abstraction and modularity, lack of support for re6nement and fusion of decisions,
lack of support for objects, generalization and collections, lack of precise semantics
for scenarios where parts of the source are synthesized using computed attributes,
unidirectional information propagation, bias towards text-based design representations
due to the formulations based on syntax trees.
Large rule sets appear to be inherent in the determinism that produces the e"ciency
advantages of the approach. Our desire for improved modularity and higher conceptual
levels of support in modeling the rules is motivated by the desire to apply the best
known strategies for mitigating the conceptual complexity that stems from large rule
sets with many interdependencies. This issue is on the critical path because rule sets
will need to be even more complex than those in current compilers to provide the
envisioned levels of engineering automation for computer based systems.
The use of computed attributes to synthesize routine parts of designs is at the heart of
our goals for engineering automation. Foundational work is needed to develop formal
systems that can provide a sound semantic basis for this kind of structure.
Current attribute grammar approaches support derivations that apply rules only in a
single, statically determined direction. This helps in achieving high e"ciency. However,
design representations with consistency constraints that are automatically enforced via
synthesis rules do not always naturally 6t into a master/slave pattern. In situations
where the necessary action is uniquely determined in either case, we would like to be
able to update either end of a dependency chain and have the other end readjusted
automatically to restore consistency.
Attribute grammars have their roots in a traditional text-based view of formal lan-
guages and syntax. Modern design uses a mixture of diagrams and text, both of which
can have a precisely de6ned formal structure. It would be very useful to generalize
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attribute grammar ideas to include formal structures whose source form includes graph-
ics as well as text [17].
4.2. Rewrite rules
Another well studied context for automated inference is equational logic and rewrite
rules [6,7,10,13].
The strengths of this approach are its well developed theory, which can in principle
support systematic analysis of rules, its type structure, and the associated (checkable)
validity constraints on rules. This technique also has some e"ciency bene6ts, which are
somewhat weaker than the attribute grammar approach: for rule sets with the Church–
Rosser property, it is possible to replace search with deterministic choice of which rule
to apply at each point without a-ecting the result.
The weaknesses of the approach are that typical engineers do not understand how to
use it, it supports only functional (single-valued) attributes, it does not support shared
design objects, change propagation and rule re6nement are not supported, rule analysis
may not be computable, links to engineering design representations are missing, and
current implementations are not e"cient enough to handle very large problems.
Our experience with trying to teach algebra and rewrite rules to master’s students in
computer science indicates that most of them fail to understand the principles deeply
enough to be able to apply them in synthesis and engineering design. We believe that
this population represents a reasonable upper bound on the skill levels of practicing
software engineers. This skill requirement is a barrier to widespread application, which
suggests that lightweight inference techniques based on this approach must hide the
algebra inside a tool that provides simpler design representations to its users.
4.3. Resolution
Another well known approach to inference is Horn clause logic and resolution
[21,23].
The strengths of the approach are its well developed theory, which can also in prin-
ciple support analysis of rules, its support for multi-valued relations, and conceptual
simplicity. This approach is less e"cient, since nondeterministic choice and backtrack-
ing are involved. However, it is a local optimum point with regard to e"ciency because
most general uni6ers handle as large a class of cases in a single step as possible. Engi-
neers have used Horn clause logic for many applications, although many of these have
been in the guise of PROLOG and have relied on non-logical features that enable the
use of an imperative rule style familiar from programming.
Some weaknesses of this approach are poor e"ciency, lack of support for modules,
generalization, and change propagation, di"culties in dealing with negative information,
and possible masking of inference failures by the closed world assumption and non-
logical constructs such as cut.
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It is hard integrate resolution with e"cient deterministic procedures. Current strate-
gies for achieving e"ciency rely on imperative features and non-logical constructs,
which destroy referential transparency and make rules hard to analyze. There do not
appear to be good methods for integrating resolution with control heuristics. The con-
trol heuristics that exist are formulated in terms of implementation level concepts, or
abstract theoretical concepts, such as orderings on function symbols. These are foreign
to the engineers who will be using the systems, and are di"cult to use due to lack of
reliable and systematic guidelines for their use.
Negation as failure complicates the theory and also makes rules harder to analyze.
5. Conclusions
Lightweight inference is needed for engineering automation, including the promis-
ing reliable generator strategy for achieving cost-e-ective high quality software (see
Section 1), and there is reason to believe that the needed capabilities are feasible.
Some methods have been successfully applied (see Section 3.1). However, none of the
known methods is completely satisfactory. Application speci6c methods are needed for
scalability, and better ways to develop such methods are needed.
Areas for future research related to lightweight inference include better models of
inference rules and rule subsystems, better analysis capabilities for rules, better syn-
thesis and transformation capabilities for rules, procedure synthesis capabilities for rule
compilation, improved methods for maintaining inferences as hypotheses change, and
parallel and distributed inference engines to support collaborative design and engineer-
ing decision fusion.
Cost-e-ective improvements in software quality are badly needed by society. The
software engineering community would be well advised to demonstrate practical real-
ization of such improvements relatively soon. We believe that the reliable generator
strategy is a good way to do this. Research areas relevant to realizing the reliable
generator strategy include improved formal models of requirements issues and depen-
dencies; computable connections between requirements issues, software architectures,
and program generation rules; formal methods for developing, transforming, and certi-
fying program generation rules; compilation of program generation rules into program
generators; and integration of lightweight inference with formal models of program
generation rules.
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